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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1877-Roald was excited when he heard the voice that 
suddenly appeared. 

At the same time, his body relaxed. 

No one could handle the pressure of being between two True Saints. 

Now, he was finally free. 

This was because the Fellowes family’s True Saint grandmaster was here. 

After the voice ended, a space crack appeared next to Roald and a person walked out. 

“Grandmaster!” Roald immediately bowed and called out. 

“Grandmaster!” Alba and Valerio followed suit. 

Their restless hearts finally relaxed. 

They were finally safe now. 

They would not be afraid of being caught by Cosmo again. 

“Cedar!” Tai and Cosmo in the distance said the name of the person who appeared 
gloomily. 

They knew that as soon as Cedar arrived, things would change. 

At the very least, they could not threaten Roald anymore. 

They had to think of another long-term plan. 

“Tai, Cosmo, long time no see!” Cedar greeted them with a half-smile. 

“Cedar, you came just in time! Why is your family protecting the wanted criminal of my 
family? Are you trying to start a war with my family?” Cosmo was the first to snap. 

“I also want to ask you, Cedar, since when did the Fellowes family dare to attack the 
first-in-line heir of the Palmore family? Huh? Do you think the Palmore family is useless 
now that you’ve grown?” Tai questioned after that. 

“Roald! What’s going on?” Cedar frowned. 

He knew about the Lightfoot family and David. 



It was also the decision of the family to help David and find a ray of hope. 

Why were they facing the Palmore family now? 

“Grandmaster, Anders, the crook, called the Fellowes family a dog raised by the 
Palmore family. I was pissed, so I tried to catch him then demand the Palmore family for 
an explanation, but it didn’t work. Instead, I was hurt by Tai” Roald explained. 

When Cedar heard this, a cold light flashed in his eyes, and he looked directly at 
Anders. 

“You really said that?” 

Anders’ scalp tingled from being stared at by Cedar. 

The power of True Saint was not something a Pre-Saint like him could endure. 

Just one look could send chills down his back. 

“I…” Anders was about to reply. 

Tai was one step ahead. “Anders is still young. Sometimes it is inevitable for a young 
man to fail to control his emotions and say something out of anger. It is 
understandable.” 

“Huh? Something out of anger? Why do I get the sense that this is how your family truly 
feels? I’m afraid that, in your opinion, the Fellowes family is no different from a dog!” 
Cedar sneered. 

“Cedar, what do you mean?” 

“Nothing. Since your family insulted us first, it’s understandable for my family to attack. 
Besides, we didn’t hurt anyone, right?” 

“Are you saying that it’s reasonable for the Fellowes family to hurt others?” 

“Are you saying it’s wrong to hurt others, but right to call others dogs? Is this the first-in-
line heir of the Palmore family? Did one of the six top forces of Star Kingdom seriously 
cultivate such a thing?” 

Tai was stunned speechless. 

The two just stared at each other like this, and neither of them was reconciled. 

Cosmo interrupted at this time, “Cedar, did you not hear 



what I said? What is the meaning of your family’s actions? Do you want to start a war?” 

“If you want to fight, then Fellowes family can accomodate you,” Cedar snapped back 
without hesitation. 

“So, are you determined to protect David?” 

“David is a guest of my family, so isn’t it normal to keep him safe?” 

“David is a wanted man of my family, and you are instigating war by protecting him.” 

“As I said before, if you want to fight, we can accomodate you.” 

“Okay! Cedar, that’s what you said. Today I want to see if you have improved after all 
these years.” Cosmo was fuming. 

“I’ll fight with you to the end!” Cedar did not show any weakness. 

Seeing that the two were about to fight, Anders looked at Tai and said via voice 
transmission, “Grandmaster, the Fellowes family is too presumptuous, and they’re badly 
disrespecting us. I think they already made up their mind to break away from the 
Palmore family. Why don’t we take this opportunity to join forces with the Lightfoot 
family to teach them a lesson? Otherwise, they will look down on us more and more.” 

Anders had deep resentment for the Fellowes family. 

First, Roald refused to let him take David away and even dared to attack him. 

Then, Alba took off her veil in front of so many people in Star Kingdom, embarrassing 
him. 

Anders was such a narrow-minded person and he had now despised the entire 
Fellowes family. 

Given the chance, he would absolutely wipe out the Fellowes family. 
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1878-Now Cosmo and Cedar were about to fight, it was 
hard to say which of the two would win. 

Anders wanted to add fuel to the fire and make the Fellowes family understand what 
would happen if they offended him. 



At this moment, the arrival of Cedar brought the Fellowes family down below back from 
the brink of despair. 

They looked at their grandmaster with excitement, and their joy was beyond words. 

Moby stared at the three True Saints in the air, frowning deeper and deeper. 

Although he could not hear what they were saying, he could tell from their expressions 
that nothing good was going to happen. 

Everyone who could get to True Saint Rank was extremely proud, and they would not 
submit to other True Saints. 

One could only imagine what would happen when three True Saints got together. 

This was no longer within his control. 

Moby could only pass the news back to the Saints Association and wait for them to 
send someone here. 

That person had to be a True Saint at least. 

It would be even better if the head himself came. 

No one in Star Kingdom dared to disrespect the head. 

However, Moby knew that, as the number one of Star Kingdom, there was a high 
probability that the head would not participate in the matter between True Saints. 

He would only show up if it was a collision between two Sacred Saints. 

Deep in the Treasure Trove, David opened his eyes again. 

Then, he exhaled. 

After his mind power broke through to True Saint Rank, he felt as if he was much more 
relaxed. 

He felt as if he was the only sober mind in a world of drunkards. 

Before he could enjoy this feeling, David opened the system. 

His Body and Mind had both reached True Saint level 1. 

He only had 715348 lavish points left. 



Now, he could increase his Body. 

With every increase, he would need a hundred thousand lavish points. 

With 710 thousand lavish points, it was enough for David to increase his Body to True 
Saint level 8. 

True Saint level 8 would be late True Saint Rank. 

It would be enough for him to handle the crisis in front of him. 

He decided to continue upgrading. After clicking on Body, a window appeared. 

[This upgrade will cost 100 thousand lavish points. After the upgrade, the host’s body 
will go from True Saint level 1 to True Saint level 2. Please confirm whether to proceed.] 

‘Yes!’ 

The time needed to upgrade Body would be less than upgrading from Pre-Saint to True 
Saint. 

After upgrading six times and spending 600 thousand lavish points, David’s Body 
reached True Saint level 7. 

His combat power immediately rose to late True Saint. 

He still had 110 thousand lavish points remaining and David could increase another 
level. 

However, he did not do that. 

There was not much difference between level 7 and level 8, since they were both late 
True Saint Rank. 

David would keep the 110 thousand lavish points. 

After his Body and Mind broke through True Saint Rank, the system rewarded him with 
another skill. 

Cloning! 

David trusted the system’s rewards. 

Everything he had now was given by the system. 

Therefore, David planned to use his remaining lavish points to try out cloning. 
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